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Editor’s Say 
 

 Hope everyone’s summer is going great. I don’t know about all of you, but I’m ready for the coin 
show in St. Charles. I hope you’re signed up for the bus. It’s a great show. And the dinner stop on the way 
home is totally worth it!  
            Dillon 

YN Assignment for July 2021 

THE  BUFFALO/BISON  NICKEL  

Name: ___________________________ 

1. What is another name for the Buffalo/Bison nickel? ____________________________________________ 

 

2. What year & mint mark has the lowest mintage? _______________________________________________ 

 

3. Who designed the Buffalo nickel? __________________________________________________________ 

 

4. The 1913 nickel has how many varieties? ____________________________________________________ 

 

5. Where is the F for the designer located? ______________________________________________________ 

 

6. Which variety of the 1913 nickel is the buffalo on raised ground? _________________________________ 

 

7. What year & mint mark is best known to have a 3 legged buffalo? _________________________________ 

 

8. What is the percent & metal composition of the nickel? _________________________________________ 

 

9. Of this series, what year dates were no nickels minted? __________________________________________ 

 

10. What is the weight of the Buffalo nickel? ___________________________________________________  



YN Assignment for June 2021 

Numismatic Trivia 

Name: ___________________________ 

If any YN is unable to attend the meeting, the assignment 
may be mailed to: 

Jim Guy 
3136  S. Oak Ave  

Springfield, Mo  65804 

10 correct            3 YN dollars 
  9 correct                        2 YN dollars 
  8 correct                        1 YN dollar 

1. What years did the Kennedy half dollar have 40% silver? ________________________________________ 
 
2. What year date Lincoln cent has the “P” mint mark? ____________________________________________ 
 
3. What 3 years was the Jefferson nickel NOT minted in Philadelphia? _______________________________ 
 
4. What date year was the Roosevelt dime struck in 4 different mints? ________________________________ 
 
5. Who was the “primary” designer of U.S. coins from 1883-1916? __________________________________ 
 
6. Re: the Jefferson nickel, what year date were mint marks moved to the obverse? ______________________ 
 
7. What was the first year date clad coins were minted? ___________________________________________ 
 
8. Re: Eisenhower dollar series, what year date is not shown? _______________________________________ 
 
9. How many quarter designs were minted in 2009? ______________________________________________ 
 
10. What is the first year date the “Native American” dollars series were minted? _______________________ 

YN Advisor Minute 

 

 Coin Search: Earn YN dollars by participating in the 2021 coin search. The first YNs to bring a P cent, a P 
nickel, a P or D dime, or a P or D new Washington quarter will earn YN dollars. 

 
 June YN Program: The YNs learned to use the Standard Catalog of World Coins.  
 
 July Birthday: Birthday wishes go out to Jackson. 
 
 New YN: The OCC welcomes new member YN Jackson. 
 
 Assignment Mix-up: The "Buffalo/Bison" assignment came out as the June assignment AND should have 

been the July assignment. Most of you have completed it. The actual June assignment is "Numismatic 
Trivia". Most of you will need to complete this assignment. Both assignments will be at the July meeting 
for those who need them. Copies are also in this newsletter. 

 
 St Charles Trip: So far, 9 YNs have signed up for this trip. I hope more YNs will sign up. It's a great expe-

rience for a YN to attend a coin show of this size.  


